
 

Weighing (force value) display controller 

Operating Instructions 

 
For your safety, please read the following before using it 

take care 

⚫ Please do not use it on atomic energy devices, medical 

devices, and other life-related devices. 

⚫ No power fuse exists in this instrument, please set fuse 

and other safety circuit breakers in the power supply 

circuit of this instrument. 

⚫ Please do not use it outside of the specifications 

provided in this product. 

⚫ Please do not use it in flammable and explosive places. 

⚫ Please avoid installation directly above the calorific meter 

(heater, transformer, high power resistance). 

warn 
⚫ When the ambient temperature is above 50℃, please use 

the forced fan or cooler to cool down, but, do not let the 

cooling air blow directly to the instrument. 

⚫ For mounted instruments, to avoid approaching the 

power terminal, take necessary measures on the final 

equipment. 

⚫ The installation, commissioning and maintenance of the 

product shall be conducted by qualified engineering and 

technical personnel. 

⚫ If the fault or abnormality of this product may cause a 

serious system accident, please set up the appropriate 

protection circuit externally to prevent the accident. 

⚫ The Company is not liable for any direct or indirect loss 

other than the product itself. 

⚫ The Company reserves the right to change the product 

specification without notice. 
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Specifications 
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d

（mm） 
e（mm） f（mm） 

g

（mm） 

160×80 160 80 10 115 75 152-1 76-1 

96×48 96 48 12 100 43 92-0.5 45-0.5 
 

hookup 

160×80 Size Instrument 

 

96×48 Size gauge 

 

set up 

1 Panel and key description (take 160×80 size instrument for example) 

 

name explain 

①  

display 
window 

Display the measured value, can be respectively gross 
value, net value, peak value, valley value 
In the parameter setting state, display the parameter 
symbol and the parameter value 

② 

Pilot lamp 

1) The out1 and out2 are the comparison output 

indicators 

2) The MOT light indicates a changing measurement 

value 

3) When ZERO lights indicates the measured value is 

zero 

4) Total value displayed when the GROSS light is on 

5) Display the net value when the NET light is on 

6) Display the peak value when the PEAK lamp is on 

7) Display the valley value when the VALLEY light is 

on 

8) kN, g, kg and t are indicator of measurement units 

hold 

 

do 

 

key 

 ③ The sets 

the key 

 

1) Press not to release, and enter 
the setting state after 2 seconds 
2) Press and release, and then 
press within 2 seconds Do not 
release, after 2 seconds into the 
adjustment state, display  
3) Press and press within 2 
seconds Do not release, and 
clear the peak and valley value 
after display . 

④ left key 

 

1) When the weight does not 
change, press the key and record 
on the instrument.The total value 
is deducted as the net value and 
transferred to the net value. 
2) Move the modification bit 
when setting it 
3) When setting the parameter, 
enter the parameter value 
modification 

⑤ increases 

the key 

 

1) When measuring the status, 
switch between the total value, 
net value, and display of the peak 
values and valley values. 
2) When setting, increase the 
modified bit value 

⑥ reduces 

the key 

 

1) If the total value does not 
exceed the set zero range, the 
measurement value does not 
change, press this key for 2 
seconds to return to zero 
2) When setting, reduce the 
modify value 

1.1 Operation diagram of total value, net value, 
peak value, and valley value switching display 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the measurement status, the total value is shown as 200 
and the net value is shown as200, The peak is 8000, and the 
valley value is 0. 
 

1.2 Operation diagram of zero clearance 
If the total value (the illustrated total value is 5) does not 

exceed the set zero range, and the measurement value does 

not change, press the key to return to zero after 2 seconds

 

 
1.3 Operation diagram diagram of net value 
When the weight does not change (the illustrated gross 

value is 100), after the press of key 1 , the instrument will 

record the total value as the net value deduction value, and 

automatically switch to the net value display. 

 

 

 

Note: 1.1,1.2,1.3 operation after power failure!!! 

 

1.4 Diagram of automatic calibration operation (see 

calibration instructions for details) 

Press 1 key in the measurement state release, release within 2 seconds

, and enter the adjustment state after 2 seconds. Show, after 

emptying the force measuring device, press 1 key , zero mark zero, 

display 00000 after completing zero mark zero, flashing, indicates the range 

calibration, and then put the standard weight (for example: 1Kg) on the 

force measuring device, through in Repair the key to 01000, press 

1 key  to complete the scale calibration, and display 1000. 

 

 

 

1.5. diagram of entry and exit of one and two groups 

(One sensor has 2mV / V sensitivity and 10.000Kg in range.） 

 

The first set of parameters 

symbol name content span 

leave 
the 

factor
y 

 OUT1 
The 1 compares the 

ratio of control output 
-19999~99999 

04000 

 OUT2 
The 2 Comparing the 

ratio of the control 
output 

-19999~99999 

06000 

 Au 
Compare the target 

values for the control 
output 

-19999~99999 

05000 

 oA password 0~9999 00000 

 ALo1 

The first comparison 
formula of the 
comparison control 
output 

Six kinds of 

-HH- 

 ALo2 
Comparison formula of 
control output 

Six kinds of 
-HH- 

 HYA1 
First, it compares the 
sensitivity of the control 
output 

0~99999 

0 

 HYA2 
Second, it compares the 
sensitivity of the control 
output 

0~99999 

0 

 HH 
Peak-judgment threshold 
value 

-19999~99999 
07000 

 ALL 
Valley value judgment 
threshold value 

-19999~99999 
03000 

Modify the parameters to exit the setting state, to save! 

2 Parameter list 

 

The second set of parameters 

symb
ol 

na
me 

content span 

leave 
the 

facto
ry 

 Fi coefficient 
0.0500~5.000

0 

1.0000 

 F-r range 100~99999 10000 

 in-b null point -19999~99999 0 

 mv transducer sensitivity 
0.8000~3.000

0 

2.0000 

 in-d 
Displays the decimal 

point position 
Five kinds of 

00000. 

 
SZr
o 

Power on the 
automatic zero 

clearance selection 
Note 2 

oFF 

 Zror Set zero range 0~10000 1000 

 fltr digital filtering 1~20 10 

 unit unit 0~3 0 

 Std 
Determine the scope 

of stability 
1~100 

10 

 tr-d Zero bit tracking range 0~4 1 

 oA1 
Alarm value is selected 

by password control 
Note 2 

oFF 

The third set of parameters 

symb

ol 

na

me 
content span 

leave 

the 

facto

ry 

 

A dd Instrument communication 
address 

0 ~255 1 

 

bAud Communication rate 
selection 

19200、9600 9600 

 
Jocs continue to have 0~2 0 

 
ctd continue to have Note 2 OFF 

 

o 

P 

Output signal 

selection 

Note 3  

 

bA-

L 

Transform the output lower 

limit 

-19999~99999 0 

 

bA-

H 

Change the output upper 

limit 

-19999~99999 10000 

oel 

oEL Change the zero-point 

calibration value 

0~45000 Don't 

change 

oeh 

oEH Change the full point 

calibration value 

0~45000 Don't 

change 

Note 2:0 corresponds to OFF, and 1 corresponds to ON. 

Note 3:0 ~ 3 Order corresponds to the OFF,  

When: The output is 0mA-10mA 

When: The output is 4mA-20mA (or 1 V-5V) 

When: Output is 0mA-20mA (or 0 V-5V, or 0 V-10V) 

3. Description of the parameter setting 

The parameters of the instrument are divided into 2 groups, and each 

parameter group is listed in the Parameter List. 

★  Group 1 parameters and Group 2 parameters are controlled by 

password and cannot be entered when the password is not set 

★ Whether the parameter is password controlled can be 

selected by the parameter . 
★ When is set to OFF, it is not controlled by the password; when 

set to ON, if the password is not set, it can be entered and viewed, but it 

cannot be modified. 

After entering the parameter setting state, if the operation is no button 

for more than 1 minute, the instrument will automatically exit the 

setting state. 

3.1 Compare the setting method to control the output comparison 

values  

Comparative values are presented in group 1 parameters. 

① hold key   Do not release after 2 seconds, enter the 

setting state, the instrument display  

② A single press   key You can select other parameters 

of this group sequentially 

③ press Key calls out the original setting value of the 

current parameter, and the flashing bit is the correction bit 

④ pass through Key to move the modifier bit, Key 

value-added, Key impairment, change the parameter to 

the desired value 



 

⑤ saves   the modified parameter and automatically go to 

the next parameter. If the last number in this group, press 

 The key goes to the first parameter of the group. 

Repeat the ② ~ ⑤ step to set other parameters for this 

group. 

★ If the modified parameter cannot be saved, because of the The 

parameter is set to ON so that password control, should be set first 

3.2 Password setting method 

Pass password can be set when the instrument is in a 

measured state. 

① Hold down    key until displayed  

② continuously presses the   key to  

③Press the key to enter the modified state,.With the 

cooperation of key ,modifying the key to  

④ press   Key, and the password is set complete 

★The password will automatically clear up when the 

instrument is on power or for more than 1 minute. 

3.3 Setting method of other parameters 

First, you set the password by using the password setting 

method 

①In the Group 1 parameters  After the parameter, after 

the password is set, press   Keys can be selected 

② The parameters of other groups enter each parameter 

group successively by pressing   and not releasing the key. The 

instrument displays the symbol of the first parameter of the 

group 

③ After enters the group of the parameters to be set, press  

Key order cycle selects the parameters to be set in this 

group 

④The    key calls out the original setting value of the 

current parameter, and the flashing bit is the modification bit 

⑤The  moves the modifiers via the  key, Key value-

added, key impairment, and modify the parameter to the 

required value 

★ represents the parameter value in symbolic form, and the 

flashing bit should be at the bottom when modification. 

⑥ press   Type in the modified parameter, and go to the 

next parameter 

Repeat the ③ ~ ⑥ step to set other parameters for this 

group. 

Exit setting: When the parameter symbol is displayed, press

and hold the key does not release until the parameter is set. 

Control the output comparison 

value parameter description 

Each control output comparison value has 3 parameters 

used to control output comparison value, select comparison 

mode and comparison value sensitivity. 

, For the first and second control output comparison values, 

respectively. 

 For Compare the target values for the control output. 

 ~ For 2 choice comparison methods. 

 All of the comparison values are for the total value. 

 Each comparison output control point is compared with,

Three parameters are correlated. 

 If the 3rd to 6 comparison method is used, also with

parameter correlation. 

: Comparison value setting of point 1 and 

point 2. 

、 : The comparison mode of comparing the 

output between points 1 and 2 is set. 

 

The output is ts when the total value is greater than 

 compared 

 
 

The output is ts when the total value is less than 
comparison value 

 

The output is connected when the total value 

compares the positive deviation from the given value 

 
The output is connected when comparing the total 

value  from the negative value 

 
When the total value and the absolute value > the 

given value, the output is on 

 
If the absolute value of the given value is  <the 

comparison value 

 
 , Comparing the sensitivity setting of the 

output at points 1 and 2. 

The sensitivity is the epitaxial area set according to the 
output recovery required, which can prevent the frequent 
output of ON, OFF when the total value fluctuates near the 
comparison value. 

Example: When the comparison method is when the
 

 
 Peak-judgment threshold value 

New peak comparison was performed when the real-

time weight exceeds the peak threshold, retaining the new 

peak until weight 

New peak comparison occurs when the new peak 

threshold is exceeded. 

 Valley value judgment threshold value 

New valley value comparison is conducted when the 

real-time weight is below the valley threshold, retaining the 

new valley value until the weight is placed below the valley 

threshold again. 

parameter declaration 

 coefficient 
The coefficient is the full degree calibration coefficient, the 
factory has been calibration, the user does not modify, can 
achieve no code calibration. 
 range (Factory Set to 10,000) 

The sensor range is the sum of n sensor ranges, which 
the user sets from the actual range to indicate the sensor 
range of.  

 null point (Factory Set to 0) 
The zero-point values range from-19999 to 99999. 
 transducer sensitivity (Factory Set to 2.0000) 
The sensor has the sensitivity unit in mv / v. The factory set 
is 2.0000. 
 scaling position (Factory is set to.)  

There are five kinds of decimal point positions selected, 
respectively .、 .  

. 、 . 、 .  
 

 Automatic reset selection (Factory Set to oFF) 
Select the parameters of automatic power reset on the 
instrument. =When oN, the automatic zero clearance is 
valid; =When oFF, the automatic reset is invalid. 
 Set zero range (Factory Set to 1000) 
In the measurement state, when the measurement value is 
within the zero range, press  the key for 2 seconds to make 
the display set zero. 

 digital filtering (Factory Set to 10) 
Force value measurement device is affected by its own 

inherent frequency and the conduction of external vibration will 
produce random vibration, which makes the display value of the 
instrument unstable. Depending on the size of its vibration, 
select the appropriate digital filtering to stabilize the display. 
Choose smaller digital filter when vibration hours, and larger 
digital filter when vibration is large. Select a range of 1 to 20. 

 Unit selection 
0 - t，1 - kg，2 - g，3 - kN 

 The scope of stability (Factory Set to 10) 
When the change of the measurement value within 1 

second exceeds the set of At the parameter value, the 
instrument thinks that the force value is changing, when the 
Mot light is on. 

 Zero-bit tracking range (Factory Set to 1) 
 If the force value is within the zero tracking range, the 

reading is tracked to zero. Zero bit tracking range 0~4 
display degrees, no tracking if 0. 

 Password control selection for the compare output 
settings (Factory Set to oFF) 

 This parameter determines whether the comparison output 
settings are password-controlled 

 -Compare output settings are password-controlled 

-The comparison output settings are not password-controlled 

Calibration instructions 

★ Note: Close  the zero point tracking before calibration; 
cannot press the ZERO key to clear zero; if the automatic zero is 
turned on when charging, please will After the parameter 
is set to oFF, it can be calibragain. 
1 Automatic calibration 
Set parameters when factory =10000   =2.0000 
1.1 Automatic zero-point adjustment: 

Press the key and release, the button does not release 
within 2 seconds, and enter the adjustment after 2 seconds 

State, display . Key, then make the zero-bit calibration. 
After the zero calibration, display The last twinkling. 

If only adjust the zero, not the range, key exit the 
adjustment and return the normal measurement. 
1.2 Automatic range adjustment 

Press  the key to release, the button does not release 
within 2 seconds, after 2 seconds into the adjustment state, 
display  

① press , for zero-bit calibration. After the zero 
calibration, display  the last one flashes. Enter the scale 
for calibration. 

② places the standard weight on the measuring device and 
passes And Key cooperate to set the display value to the 
standard value of the standard weight, and press the key to 
complete the range calibration. 

③ If the zero point is not calibrated, press after the display
The key goes directly into the scale and calibration.press

Key into numerical modifications, and Key 
cooperation will set the display value as the standard value of 
the standard weight, after the key to confirm the exit. 
★,Make sure that the MOT light is not on before confirming the 
exit press the key. 
2. User has no weight calibration 
When the instrument leaves the factory, the sensitivity and 
range calibration is completed, the user only needs to set the 
use of sensor sensitivity 
Display the decimal points and range can be used, and then 
ensure that the range and sensitivity input under the correct 
conditions, no calibration range. 
give an example:Sensor sensitivity is 2.002 mv / v, 4 sensor 

range 1t. Total amount of 4t 
Unable to correct parameter settings: 

 range 40000 
 transducer 

sensitivity 
2.0020 

 Displays the 
decimal point 

position 

0.0000 

3 User manually fine-tuning 
General weighing materials have been filled, do not have the 
calibration conditions, can be achieved by zero point and factor 
fine-tuning. 

Note: Record the parameters first The value of and 

that cannot be restored after calibration. 
3.1 Fine-tuning of the zero point 

For example: there is a large storage tank, due to the 

mechanical structure or sensor force state change resulting in a 

great change in zero, the weight is not correct, the tank can not 

be emptied to recalibrated zero, can be manually input zero 

internal code adjustment. 

Can filled with materials, volume estimated 20000kg, can 

actually display 21000kg, if continue to add 1000kg material, 

display will also increase 1000kg, then the weight is not caused 

by zero point change, can modify the zero point parameter

, the zero point high 1000kg. 

 

Zero-point adjustment formula: 
Display value after adjustment = display value before zero point 

adjustment- ( ) 
3.2 Fine-tuning coefficient 
For example: if the weight weight is 1000kg and the 
instrument shows 997kg, the calibration coefficient needs to 
increase 
1000÷997 About to 1.00301, the original calibration 
coefficient =2.1672, amplify coefficient 2.1672 
Large at 1.00301 times, e =2.1737 Just right. 
Coefficient correction formula: 
Display value after adjustment = display value before 
coefficient correction× - ( ) 
★ : Automatic calibration range up to 50000 calibration, 
if over 50000, the display . 
★  .: When the input signal exceeds the range of the total range 

display  

When the product of the instrument input signal and the 

coefficient, range, and sensitivity is out of range, 

Display when the instrument measurement is greater 

than 99999 or less than-19999. 

When the peak or valley values exceed the limit, it will 
display . Clear the peak and valley values to display the 
normal value 

technical specifications 

1 Basic specifications 

supply voltage AC source 220 V AC 50/60 Hz 

consumed power AC source 7 VA below 

Allowable voltage 

variation range 
10% of the supply voltage 

Insulation 

impedance 

Above 100 MΩ (500 V DC MEGA 

reference) 

withstand voltage For 1 minute at 2000 V AC 50 / 60Hz 

anti-interference 

IEC61000-4-2 (electrostatic discharge), Ⅲ
level; 

IEC61000-4-4 (electric fast transient pulse 

group), Ⅲlevel; 

IEC61000-4-5 (surge), Ⅲlevel 

levels of protection IP65 (product front section) 

surroun

ding 

environ

ment 

temperat

ure 
-10 ~ 55℃; save-25 ~ 65℃ 

humidit

y 
35 to 85% R H; save 35 to 85% R H 

2 Input specifications 

Measure the control speed 10 Times / second 

intrinsic error ±0.05 %F.S 

indication range -19999~99999, overload display.  

incoming signal 

Scale measurement, equipped with 4-

wire strain sensor, adapted to 0.8 to 3 

m V / V 

3 Output specifications 

Connection point output 2 Point, 250VAC / 3A resistance load 

Sensor excitation voltage 5V±2%，30ppm，150mA 

4 Accessories specifications 

A1 

Analog 

volume 

output 

or 

commu

nication 

interfac

e 

Current output is 4~20mA, 

0~10mA and 0~20mA Resolution 

power of 1 / 

5000 
A2 

Voltage output is 0~5V, 

1~5V 

A3 Voltage output of 0~10V 

M1 
The Modbus-RTU protocol, 

RS232 

Rate: 2400; 4800; 

9600; 

19200 

Address: 0-99 

Response time: 

500 μS (measured 

value) 

M2 
The Modbus-RTU protocol, 

RS485 

 

Model Specification 

 

 

 ① Product Series Number WE500, WE510 (with external reset input) 

 ② Size Specification AH (160 * 80) CH (96 * 48) 

 ③ Panel Specifications 

 ④The has this 5-digit number, indicating that the product has a special 

agreement according to the demand 

 ⑤ Accessories Specifications 

 ⑥ power supply specification: D0 indicates 220VAC power supply 

Power supply specification back with "N", means that the optional 

accessories specifications of the product have a special agreement according 

to the requirements 

. 

 


